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Figure 1: Video search results (A) contain no information about whether or not the video is accessible. People must use trial
and error to fnd an accessible video. Our system calculates video accessibility metrics (B, left) informed by BVI formative study
participants, and predicts the overall non-visual accessibility of the video (B, right). BVI people using our system can preview
the accessibility score and explanation (C) to flter or quickly identify accessible videos from search results.

ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

User-generated videos are an increasingly important source of information online, yet most online videos are inaccessible to blind
and visually impaired (BVI) people. To fnd videos that are accessible, or understandable without additional description of the
visual content, BVI people in our formative studies reported that
they used a time-consuming trial-and-error approach: clicking on
a video, watching a portion, leaving the video, and repeating the
process. BVI people also reported video accessibility heuristics that
characterize accessible and inaccessible videos. We instantiate 7
of the identifed heuristics (2 audio-related, 2 video-related, and 3
audio-visual) as automated metrics to assess video accessibility. We
collected a dataset of accessibility ratings of videos by BVI people
and found that our automatic video accessibility metrics correlated
with the accessibility ratings (Adjusted � 2 = 0.642). We augmented
a video search interface with our video accessibility metrics and
predictions. BVI people using our augmented video search interface
selected an accessible video more efciently than when using the
original search interface. By integrating video accessibility metrics,
video hosting platforms could help people surface accessible videos
and encourage content creators to author more accessible products,
improving video accessibility for all.

• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in accessibility; Accessibility systems and tools.
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1

INTRODUCTION

For decades, text-based webpages such as encyclopedic articles, text
reviews, how-to instructions, blogs, tourism sites, and news reports
were the primary source of information online. Web accessibility
guidelines and evaluation techniques then centered around the parsing, navigation, and presentation of text content and the presence
of text alternatives for non-text content. Recently web-based video
content has proliferated as a new key source for information in the
form of explainer videos, lectures, unboxings and reviews, how-to’s,
vlogs, trip reports, commentary, news and more. A video hosting
service, YouTube.com, is now the second most popular search platform [65], the second most used mobile application [5], and reaches
81% of internet users under 25 [65], yet it does not require or provide
alternative text descriptions, inline audio descriptions, or extended
audio descriptions for the video content (criteria for WCAG 2.1
A, AA, and AAA respectively [11]), presenting potentially serious
barriers for blind and visually impaired Internet users who may
lack access to the visual content in videos encountered online.
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Despite the prevalence of potentially inaccessible video content,
blind and visually impaired (BVI) participants in our formative
interviews watched online videos regularly, fnding videos related
to their interests via search, recommendation, or external links, and
consuming videos for the purposes of entertainment, learning new
things, and maintaining social connectedness, similar to studies
of the general population [64]. But, BVI participants also cited the
accessibility of a video — or the ability to enjoy and understand
the video without additional description of the visual content — as
a key criterion for selecting videos. Through interviews and a cowatching exercise, BVI participants identifed factors that indicate
whether a video is accessible, including auditory information in
the video (e.g., speech vs. silence), visual content in the video (e.g.,
interview with a single shot of two people talking vs. a movie
trailer with rapid shot changes), and moments where visual content
was described in audio (e.g., dishwasher repairman explaining each
step in detail) or not described in audio (e.g., ingredient amounts
displayed using on-screen text and referenced but not described
by the presenter). BVI people reported often leaving videos that
were unexpectedly inaccessible; and, when exploring new topics
or creators, they found accessible videos through trial-and-error, a
tedious and time-consuming process that requires clicking on each
video, previewing a segment, and guessing whether the rest of the
video will be accessible.
To allow BVI people to efciently surface accessible videos without trial-and-error, we present automated metrics for predicting
video accessibility and we exposed these metrics to users during
video search (Figure 1). To create the metrics, we frst defned 7
heuristics to determine a video’s accessibility based on the formative study that are related to the video’s audio content (presence of
speech, informativeness of speech), visual content (visual simplicity,
infrequent scene changes), and references between the audio and
visual content (describes objects, describes on-screen text, and few
visual references); then, we implemented 7 corresponding metrics
to assess a video’s adherence to each heuristic (Table 2).
We collected 180 accessibility ratings for 60 video samples from
14 surveyed BVI participants, then performed a regression analysis suggesting that our metrics are strong indicators of video
accessibility as perceived by BVI people (Adjusted � 2 = 0.642, � <
0.001). We then employed these metrics in the implementation of a
proof-of-concept video search interface that displays accessibility
metrics and flters videos with respect to predicted accessibility
scores (Figure 1C). This augmented interface lets users view a a
video’s accessibility score and metrics-based explanation in the
video search results pane alongside typical video information like
the title and description, or flter by accessibility score. In a user
study, 8 BVI participants performing 3 video search tasks (e.g., assessing capabilities of a new technology, selecting a paper plane
tutorial) tried 54% fewer videos and spent 40% less time before making a fnal selection when using augmented interfaces than they
did when using a traditional search interface, and unanimously
preferred accessibility metrics-augmented video search interfaces
to the traditional approach. Participants reported that they used
both the score and the lower level metrics to select a video, and
confrmed that the system scores matched their own accessibility
assessment after watching their selected video.
In summary, we contribute:
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• A formative study that fnds accessibility to be a key criterion
for BVI people when searching for videos, and themes that
capture how BVI people evaluate a video’s accessibility.
• A set of 7 accessibility heuristics and corresponding automated metrics that correlate with BVI peoples’ video accessibility ratings.
• A study with BVI people demonstrating that augmenting a
video search interface with our accessibility metrics reduces
trial-and-error when selecting videos.

2

RELATED WORK

We propose metrics to assess video accessibility, and augment a
search interface with the metrics to help users fnd more accessible
videos. Our research relates to metrics that quantify web accessibility, prior work on video accessibility, and how people traditionally
search, browse, and navigate videos online.

2.1

Web accessibility metrics and search

A long history of work exists assessing the accessibility of websites
by establishing web accessibility guidelines such as the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG [11]), and evaluating website
adherence to these guidelines through manual or automated methods [35, 58]. Automatically assessing web accessibility could help
non-expert developers identify and fx accessibility problems [49],
or help web users surface sites that might be accessible [60]; in
practice such automated accessibility evaluation results can be challenging for developers to interpret [49], lack sufcient coverage of
accessibility issues [59], and inadequately represent user’s perceptions of accessibility [60]. Thus, expertise remains important for
evaluating and improving on accessibility of websites.
Today, even when websites or applications themselves are accessible (e.g., navigable with a screenreader), a vast majority of the
user-generated content hosted on those sites may not be accessible
(e.g., videos due to a lack of high-quality captions, or missing alt
text). When fnding information on large video hosting sites like
YouTube, a question becomes what video to choose rather than
which website to use. Yet, prior automated metrics do not capture video accessibility [59] and WCAG guidelines provide only
high-level guidance [11]. Thus, we study what makes videos accessible to blind and visually impaired users, implement metrics
to assess video accessibility based on our fndings, and augment a
search interface with accessibility information to help users surface
accessible videos.

2.2

Video accessibility

The accessibility of a video is traditionally determined by whether
or not it has accompanying audio descriptions – or narrations
of “important visual details that can not be understood from the
main soundtrack alone” [47] – associated with the video (much as
images accessibility is based on the presence of alternative text [11]).
For instance, the Section 508 Rehabilitation Act, the Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG 2.1) [11], and the 21st Century
Communications and Video Accessibility Act require, at a minimum,
synchronized audio descriptions (i.e. narrations that play alongside
the source content, and avoid overlapping important audio [2])
for videos unless the visual content is fully redundant with the
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audio or text [41]. But, unlike traditional media (TV and movies)
where professionally produced audio descriptions are becoming
increasingly common on streaming services [46], audio description
for user-generated videos is exceedingly rare due to many factors
including the expertise typically required to create descriptions,
a lack of platform support, and insufcient awareness education.
Further, a survey of 91,421 educational videos published by 113
universities found that only 13% of videos provided captions, and
none of them provided audio descriptions [8].
Prior work proposed methods to make audio description easier to create through task-specifc authoring tools [1, 10], feedback on the content at production-time [43], feedback on audio
descriptions [40, 51], and hosting descriptions [24]. Such manual
approaches to creating audio descriptions (AD) are time-intensive,
and do not yet scale to the endless amount of content people access
on video hosting sites today. Work in Computer Vision instead automatically generates captions for visual content in videos [7, 20], but
such methods still create inaccurate and unspecifc captions in comparison to humans. With few exceptions [48], automatically generated captions are also not specifc to AD such that they may not
capture content that is contextually important to BVI people (as in
the case for alt text [63]). Other research instead used computational
assistance to help authors write audio descriptions more efciently
by: using computer vision to detect key visual content [18, 19],
deep learning to provide a computer-drafted summary [19, 66],
synthesized voice to convert text to speech [18, 29, 30, 55], and
automatic editing to ft human-authored descriptions into the space
provided [42]. While these human-in-the-loop techniques help authors improve specifc videos, people often search and browse to
select videos to watch among a large number of existing videos that
do not yet have AD. As in our work, other research also proposes
complementary solutions to AD for video accessibility including
making the video contrast higher through manipulation [50], and
broadly making media players more accessible [39].
But, even when professionals create audio descriptions, the potential accessibility beneft of descriptions for each video depends
on factors such as the amount of visual content in the video that can
already be “understood from the main soundtrack alone” [2, 6] – or
how accessible the visual content in the video already is. Existing
guidelines that focus on remediation methods (e.g., WCAG 1.2.5 AA
for synchronous audio description, and 1.2.7 AAA for extended description) do not yet distinguish videos that are highly inaccessible
(e.g., a silent demonstration of how to fold a paper airplane) from
videos that mostly-accessible and already useful (e.g., a video that
narrates all demonstrated steps required to fold a paper airplane,
but does not narrate a short airplane-fying sequence at the end).
Thus, we study what properties make online videos accessible as-is
to blind and visually impaired users, and create automated metrics
based on these properties. Then, we augment a video search interface with automated metrics to let users efciently surface more
accessible videos.

2.3

Searching and browsing online videos

Prior work studies how the general population searches, browses,
and watches videos online [12, 13, 28, 45, 67]. Despite a common
misconception that user-generated videos are watched only for
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viral content, a recent survey with 12,000 YouTube users fnds that
3 of the top 5 reasons users ranked as their primary purpose for
watching videos related to seeking information (e.g., #2 teaches
me something new, #3 allows me to dig deeper into my interests,
and #5 relates to my passions), with entertainment as the second
most common purpose (e.g., #1 helps me to relax, and #4 makes
me laugh) [22]. Other work also suggests information seeking,
entertainment, along with social connectedness, as key reasons
for watching videos online [12, 28, 45, 62]. Given that videos often
convey information through visuals, much of the information may
be inaccessible to blind and visually impaired users, potentially
creating barriers to accessing content of interest. We study what
makes videos inaccessible to BVI users and how to help users avoid
inaccessible content when seeking information online.
Prior work confrms that many people with visual impairments
are active on social media sites where they may encounter videos
as part of social interaction (e.g., Twitter [14, 21], Facebook [61],
YouTube creators [52], and Snapchat [9]). While such work examines how inaccessible visual content such as videos impacts
interactions with others (e.g., ignoring inaccessible videos, or seeking additional information from others), we aim to advance the
understanding of: (1) what makes videos inaccessible to blind and
visually impaired users, and (2) how blind and visually impaired
users search and browse potentially inaccessible online videos as
content consumers.

3

FORMATIVE INTERVIEWS AND
CO-WATCHING EXERCISE

To gain a rich, qualitative understanding of what videos blind and
visually impaired people fnd to be accessible, what factors make
those videos accessible, and how they fnd accessible videos to
consume, we conducted semi-structured interviews and a video
co-watching exercise.

3.1

Methods

Participants: We used mailing lists and social media to recruit
12 blind and visually impaired participants who consumed videos
online. Participants were 19-53 years old and described their visual impairment as blind (9 participants), low vision (1 participant),
tunnel vision (1 participant), or some light perception (1 participant). All participants used screen readers. All participants watched
online user-generated videos daily (9 participants) or weekly (3 participants). We compensated participants $25.
Interviews: Interviews were semi-structured and between 43-76
minutes long. Participants were asked what types of online videos
they typically watched, how they found the videos that they watched
(e.g., via search, recommendation, subscription feed), what accessibility barriers they encountered when searching and browsing
videos, and how they navigated such accessibility barriers.
Co-watching exercise: We also conducted a video co-watching exercise to elicit participant’s lower-level accessibility considerations.
Participants watched 3 videos in a random order while sharing
their screen. We selected the 3 videos randomly from a set of 12
curated 1-2 minute video clips from YouTube’s trending page that
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Audio
Video
Audio/video
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Accessible

#P

Inaccessible

#P

#M

Presence of speech
Descriptiveness
Visual simplicity
Described visuals

9
6
4
4

Lacks speech

10

21

Visual complexity
Visual references
Undescribed text
Undescribed sound

6
4
7

7
2
25

Table 1: Properties of accessible and inaccessible videos as
reported by formative study participants. We include the
number of participants who mentioned each property during interviews (#P), and the number of times an issue was
mentioned during co-watching exercises (#M).

represented broad coverage of YouTube categories and amounts of
speaking. We asked participants to describe moments when they
wanted more information about the video content.
Analysis: Two authors of this paper analyzed the interview and cowatching exercise transcripts1 . The two authors frst independently
open-coded a subset of the interview transcripts and met frequently
to discuss codes until agreement was reached. Then, one author
applied codes to the remaining interview transcripts. The interview
codes consisted of 7 high-level themes (e.g., video types, accessible
video properties, strategies for getting more information) and 70
lower-level codes. The two authors then analyzed participants’
information requests from the co-watching transcripts by applying
codes for reasons to ask for more information (e.g., missing visual
references) and the type of information requested (e.g., setting)
to all co-watching transcripts independently, and then resolving
disagreements.

3.2

Results

3.2.1 How do participants select videos to watch online? All participants selected videos to watch based on how well the video
matched their interests or search need, and the level of accessibility
of the video. All participants reported they watched online usergenerated videos based on their interests and hobbies, in domains
including comedy, sports, gaming, talk shows, reviews, music, and
vlogs (similar to the general population [22, 28]). Participants also
used online videos for education (e.g., for work, supplementary
learning for courses, hobbies, current events), and procedural tasks
including: dancing (P1), making a paper plane (P3), repairing a dishwasher (P6), solving a Rubik’s cube (P7), programming (P9), music
production (P10), knitting (P12), and cooking (P1, P6). They directly
selected videos to watch on YouTube based on their interests (via
homepage feed, subscription, and searching/browsing for a particular category or topic), and 6 participants also found videos via
referral (shared by friends, redirected from social media, or required
by school/company). All 12 participants cited the accessibility of
videos, or how much of the video is understandable from the audio
alone was a key factor in selecting which videos to consume.
1 Transcribed

using rev.com

3.2.2 What makes a video accessible or inaccessible? Participants
reported that the large majority of videos online did not have audio descriptions, thus they evaluated videos to be accessible or
inaccessible based on properties of the original video (Table 1, #P):
Presence of speech. Participants stated that videos that contained speech for the majority of the time were more accessible
than videos where the whole video, or large parts of the video, contained only music or silence. Except for when seeking out music
(e.g., P4 often listened to concert recordings), participants found
video clips without speech to be uninformative:
“The thing that really bugs me too, it’s those videos
that are only music and no dialogue. Just music, it’s
so annoying.” – P10
Descriptiveness. Participants found videos with descriptive
speech to be more accessible, and specifcally sought out creators
that were more descriptive than others in their speech. For instance,
a particularly descriptive streamer could provide more information
about a game’s visual content than others:
“He gives a lot more about the thing rather than pointing at the picture and saying, look at that. Instead he
says, here’s information about this thing. And to other
people maybe that’s unnecessary and probably even
annoying because it’s like I’m seeing it, so why are
you telling me? To me it’s perfect.” – P8
Visual complexity. Participants found that videos that delivered most information verbally and little as visual content (e.g.,
talking-head style interviews or commentaries) were more accessible than visually complex videos. Videos were less accessible when
they contained a large amount of visual content relative to the
amount of time – such as sports highlight reels (P5) and movie trailers (P4) – because the visual content was less likely to be described
within the video given time constraints.
Visual references. Participants described that speech in the
video that referenced visual content (e.g. speaker saying “look at
this”, or “check it out”) would often create inaccessible moments in
otherwise accessible videos:
“Standup comedians will do a visual joke and will be
like, ‘Oh yeah, we’re just doing this now.”’ – P9
Undescribed text. Participants mentioned that on-screen text
was inaccessible when it was not verbally described in the video.
Inaccessible on-screen text often included: subtitles (e.g. for a video
segment in another language), detailed instructional information
(e.g. displaying the amount of salt but not saying it in a recipe
video), titles, and other details (e.g. release dates in game trailers).
Described visuals. Participants found that descriptions of visual content embedded into verbal explanations such that any necessary visual details are fully explained made videos accessible.
Participants cited that embedded descriptions were particularly
important for how-to videos including repair (P6) and crafts (P3,
P12).
3.2.3 What video moments were inaccessible? During the co-watching
exercise, participants requested additional information when the
video segments lacked speech, failed to describe on-screen subtitles, and referenced visual content in speech, confrming interview
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Information in
audio only
Information in
visuals and audio
Information in
visuals only

EX: An explainer video of the history
of Reddit with illustrations of the
narrated content.

EX: A trip recap video where a host
describes her trip with occassional
b-roll that is not described.

EX: An NBA highlight video where
the host watches and occassionally
describes the plays.

EX: A ping pong tricks video where
people in the video react to the
tricks but do not describe them.

Figure 2: The accessibility of a video depends on what information is in the audio track (blue, left), what information is in
the video track (yellow, right), and what information is redundant between the audio and visual channels (green, middle). In
(A) more information is contained in the audio than the visuals, and most of the information in the visual content is also in
the audio. In (B) more information is contained in the audio than the visuals, but little of the visual information is explained.
In (C) more information is conveyed visually, but some of this information is also covered in the audio. In (D) more of the
information is conveyed visually, with little of this information covered in the audio.
results (Table 1, #M). Further, the in-situ video responses revealed
an additional property of inaccessible videos:
Undescribed sounds. Participants frequently asked for more
information due to undescribed sounds including environmental
noise (e.g., hearing a crowd, P4 asked the location of the video),
reactions (e.g., hearing cheering, P12 asked the reason for cheering),
sound changes (P10 inferred a scene change due to the change in
the background sound, but didn’t know what the scene changed
from or to), and potential metaphors (e.g., P8 asked if an explosion
noise indicated a literal or metaphorical explosion).

3.2.5 What are the consequences of inaccessible videos? Although
participants cited leaving the video as the primary consequence
of fnding inaccessible videos, 5 participants mentioned a loss of
trust in the visual content as a consequence (e.g., P3 found trusting
visual content important when selecting videos for their children
to watch), and 4 mentioned social disconnection as a consequence
(e.g., P4 missed out on topical graphs, and P5 missed joke references
to online content).

3.2.4 How do participants find accessible videos? Participants currently lack support to help them fnd accessible videos amidst a
large quantity of inaccessible videos. They relied on the following
suboptimal strategies:
Trial and error. 9 participants mentioned watching a portion
of a video and then clicking of if the video was inaccessible, trying multiple videos to fnd an accessible video. When previewing
inaccessible videos, most times:

BVI participants in our formative study cited accessibility as a key
criteria when searching, browsing, and selecting videos to watch,
and they characterized videos as more accessible or less accessible based on (1) the presence of information in the audio track
(presence of speech and descriptiveness), (2) the presence of information in the visual content (visual complexity), and (3) indicators
of how well the audio track implies visual information (described
visual content, undescribed on-screen text, visual reference, and
undescribed sounds). Overall, videos that convey more information
through audio rather than visuals are more accessible (Figure 2B vs.
2D). Given an equivalent amount of audio and visual information
between two videos, those that convey more of the visual information in the audio are more accessible (Figure 2A vs. 2B). Based on
fndings from our formative study, we propose 7 accessibility heuristics (H) and 7 corresponding quantitative metrics (M) to measure
video accessibility (Table 2).

“I can tell right away. I open it and there’s no dialogue
and I can’t really tell what it is. But sometimes I have
to watch it for a while before I realize, okay, I can’t
follow what’s happening here.” – P7
Topic and length. within videos of a single type or topic. One
participant tried using length to predict which crocheting videos
would be well-explained:
“If it’s top 10 things to crochet for Christmas or something and the video is only a minute long, then I know
that video won’t have visual description.” – P12
Curated feeds. When not searching for a new topic or domain,
participants relied on their curated feeds (e.g., the YouTube homepage) and subscriptions to increase the likelihood that the recommended videos would be accessible.
Finding extra information. Participants occasionally tried
to fnd more information about specifc videos (assigned, recommended, or of particular interest) via external description services
like AIRA and YouDescribe (9 participants), time-stamped comments or secondary online sources (10 participants), or by asking
friends or family (8 participants).

4

4.1

VIDEO ACCESSIBILITY METRICS

Audio-related

We propose two heuristics and metrics that are related to the
amount of audio information in videos.
H1: Presence of speech
M1: Percentage of non-speech duration
Presence of speech indicates that videos with a larger amount
of speech are more likely to be accessible, because BVI viewers gain
information from the audio track more often, and fewer portions
of the video rely purely on visual content to convey information.
We use the metric percentage of non-speech to quantify this heuristic (we measure the opposite of this heuristic to keep all metrics’
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Heuristics (H) and Metrics (M)

Distribution
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Median

Examples

Audio
H1: Presence of speech
M1: % Non-speech
H2: Informative language
M2: % Low lexical density speech

16%
0%

Accessible: 0%, explainer video on the history of Reddit [16].
Inaccessible: 73.6%, demonstrations of Ping Pong trick shots [44].
Accessible segment: 0.80, a narrator reads a scripted description [53].
“...and taro root. Next, boiled cassava, known locally as Yuca.”
Inaccessible segment: 0.27, two people talk about their food as they eat [53].
“Oh this is awesome. Oh that is pretty crispy it’s like...”

Visual
H3: Infrequent visual changes
M3: Rate of shot changes
H4: Simple visual content
M4: # Visual entities / min

17.43
10.87

Accessible: 3.8 shots/min, interview video after a mixed martial arts match [57].
Inaccessible: 51.6 shots/min, video game trailer [33].
Accessible: 2.6 entities/min, late night talk show [32].
[audience, crowd, people, performance, reality television]
Inaccessible: 63.9 entities/min, car advertisement [25].
[mountain, car, climbing, dust, dirt road,...] and 45 more.

Audio-visual
H5: Description of visual objects
M5: % Visual entities not in speech

79%

Accessible: 60% visual entities not in speech, TikTok food hack reaction video [56].
[black, cake, chocolate, kitchen]; “...putting chocolate on a saltine cracker...”
Inaccessible: 94% visual entities not in speech, car advertisement [25].
[mountain, car, dust, dirt road,...]+45 more; “...to see things from a new perspective...”

H6: Description of on-screen text
M6: # Undescribed on-screen text / min

5.16

Accessible: 0 instances/min, customizing fngerboards [36]. No on-screen text.
Inaccessible: 4.18 instances/min, video game trailer [33]. Release date, producer, platforms, etc.
APEX LEGENDS SEASON 04 COMING FEBRUARY 4!

H7: Few visual references
M7: # Visual references / min

2.46

Accessible: 0 instances/min, story of El Chapo with animated illustrations [54].
“...Francisco ‘El Chito’ Camberos Rivera opened the electronic door...”
Inaccessible: 13.8 instances/min, TikTok food hack reaction video [56].
“...we’re gonna pour this all on here to melt...”

Table 2: 7 accessibility heuristics and corresponding metrics, along with their distributions of the 60 video samples we used in
regression analysis. Median is colored blue in histograms. Also shows accessible and inaccessible examples of these metrics.

relationship to accessibility consistently negative). For example,
a Reddit explainer video [16] which explains how Reddit works
in details and keeps on talking (0% non-speech) would be more
accessible than ping pong trick shots video [44] in which most of
the audio track is just an upbeat background music with occasional
verbal reactions and interjections (73.6% non-speech).
To compute this metric, we retrieve the transcript and audio
track of a video, then align the transcript and audio using Gentle
forced-aligner [4] to get word-level timing. We consider any gap
between words longer than 2 seconds, or about 5 words [3] in
length, to be a pause in the speech. We divide the duration of the
non-speech pauses over the total duration of the video to fnd the
percentage of non-speech duration.
H2: Informative language
M2: Percentage of low lexical density speech
In addition to the absolute amount of speech in a video, we consider the descriptiveness of the speech. Even if speech is present,
it is not necessarily informative or descriptive if the speech is vague
or implicitly relies on inaccessible visual content (Table 2). We use
lexical density [27], or the number of lexical words (nouns, verbs,

adjective, adverbs) divided by the total number of words, to represent descriptiveness. Comparing transcribed speech segments
of equal lengths, a segment with high lexical density (e.g., “boiled
cassava, known locally as Yuca”) provides more information from
the audio alone, than a segment with low lexical density that may
be uninformative without the visual content (e.g., “oh that is pretty
crispy it’s”) (Table 2).
To calculate percentage of low lexical density speech, we calculated
the lexical density of transcribed speech within each 10s window
(on average, the length of a sentence [26]) of the video (shifted by
0.5s ofsets). We calculate the lexical density using NLTK Part of
Speech Tagger [34] to identify lexical words for the transcript text
within each window. We then divide the total time amount of video
segments with lexical density below a threshold of 0.35 (a typical
lexical density score for spoken language is 0.45 [27]) over the over
the total speech time to fnd the percentage of low lexical density
speech.

4.2

Visual-related

Participants reported the theme Visual complexity in our formative study. We break this into two heuristics and metrics: infrequent
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visual changes (rate of shot changes), and simple visual content
(number of detected entities).
H3: Infrequent visual changes
M3: Rate of shot changes
Participants found that videos were less accessible when they
contained a large number of scenes relative to the amount of time,
because videos will be more likely to convey information via visual
content and the visual content will be less likely to be described
given time constraints. For example, videos with few visual changes
(e.g. an interview video that only has a scene of two people talking [57], 3.8 shots per min) is usually found more accessible than
videos that change shots rapidly (e.g. a video game trailer with complex and fast visual changes [33], 51.6 shots per min). We propose
rate of shot changes to measure how fast the visual content of the
video changes.
We employed a popular shot detection package PySceneDetect2
to automatically detect the number of shot changes in the video,
which compares the HSV colour space diference in content between
adjacent frames against a set threshold (default to 30). We divide
the number of shots detected by the video duration to get the fnal
score.
H4: Simple visual content
M4: Number of detected visual entities per minute
In addition to scene changes, the number of objects in each
frame also afects the level of complexity of the visual content. For
example, a talk show video [32] with a simple setup would have
less visual content that needs to be described, and a car advertisement [25] may include a large number of visual objects, which are
likely to be inaccessible to BVI users. We propose this metric to
capture how many objects are displayed in the visual content.
We used Google’s Video Intelligence API3 to automatically detect
entities (objects, locations, activities, animal species, products) in
a video. We fltered out any detected entity that has a confdence
score lower than 0.9 and count the number of unique entities in
the fnal list. The fnal number of unique entities is normalized for
each video by dividing by the video duration.

4.3

Audio-visual references

BVI users also reported heuristics related to references between
the audio track and the visual content. Participants mentioned that
they prefer videos where necessary visual details are described and
explained in the speech. They also reported two specifc cases where
they notice a gap between the visual content and the audio content:
the lack of description of texts shown on screen (e.g. subtitles,
relevant information, release date), and speech referring to visual
content without explaining it (e.g.‘Look at this’, or ‘check it out’).
H5: Description of visual objects
M5: Percentage of visual entities not in speech

2 https://github.com/Breakthrough/PySceneDetect
3 https://cloud.google.com/video-intelligence
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Based on the theme Described visuals in our formative study,
BVI users prefer videos where most visual objects are described
in the audio. For example, a TikTok food hack reaction video with
a very talkative host describing everything she was seeing [56]
would be more accessible than a car advertisement in which the
speech is just motivating quotes that are completely irrelevant to
the visual [25]. We propose this metric to estimate how much of
the visual objects are not described or even mentioned in the audio
track.
We frst detect all visual entities and their timestamps with
Google’s Video Intelligence API and flter out entities with a low
confdence score (<0.9), same as what we did in H4. Then, we fnd
synonyms for these detected entities using NLTK WordNet [37, 38]
and check if at least one of their synonyms is mentioned in the transcript. If the entity is not mentioned anywhere in the transcript, we
consider it not-in-speech. We compute the fnal score by dividing
the number of visual entities not in speech by the total number of
entities detected in this video.
H6: Description of on-screen text
M6: Number of detected on-screen text not in speech per minute
We propose to catch scenarios where on-screen texts are not
described in the audio, based on our formative study fnding Undescribed text. On-screen texts often contain important information
including translation of a foreign language, detailed recipe information, etc. For example, in a video game trailer [33], BVI users will
completely miss the announcement of its releasing date displayed
as on-screen texts without description, which is one of the most
important information in this video. Many audio description guidelines explicitly required describers to describe on-screen texts that
are not in the original audio track.
To automatically detect non-described on-screen text, we frst
applied Google’s Video Intelligence API’s Optical Character Recognition (OCR) function4 and retrieved a list of on-screen texts with
their timestamps. We then determine if each text is covered in the
audio track by checking if there is a similar text within the ±10
seconds period in the transcript. Specifcally, we consider two texts
segment to be similar if they have a word-wise Levenshtein Distance greater than 0.8. We then normalize the score by dividing it
by the duration of video.
H7: Few visual references
M7: Number of unresolved reference words per minute
In our formative study, BVI participants reported Visual references, where the speech is referring to visual content without
detailed explanations (e.g., “Oh this looks very interesting to me”,
“We’re gonna pour this all on here to melt”). We propose this metric
to capture these unexplained visual references.
To automatically compute this, we frst establish a set of reference
words that we collected from video co-watching exercise in our
formative study ("this", "these", "that", "those", "they", "here", "there").
Then, we use AllenNLP’s co-reference resolution API5 to flter out
reference words that are already co-referenced, so that all remaining
4 https://cloud.google.com/video-intelligence/

5 https://demo.allennlp.org/coreference-resolution
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reference words are not mentioned or explained anywhere in the
text. We also fltered out a special case for the word “that”, because
“that” is often used as a conjunction (e.g. He said that he was hungry)
rather than actually referring to something (e.g. Put that in this
bowl). We use NLTK POS-tagger6 to flter out all “that”s with a
part-of-speech of conjunction. Finally, we normalized the number
of visual reference words by the video duration.

4.4

Research Questions

Ou formative study identifed heuristics for video accessibility that
we used to design corresponding automated metrics for assessing
these heuristics (Table 2). In the following evaluations, we aim to
address two research questions:
R1: Can our 7 heuristics: presence of speech, informative language,
infrequent visual changes, simple visual content, description
of visual objects, description of on screen text, and few visual
references, instantiated as 7 corresponding metrics indicate
video accessibility as perceived by BVI users? If so, in what
proportions?
R2: Will augmenting a search interface with our video accessibility metrics improve video search for BVI users?

5

EVALUATION: HOW METRICS INDICATE
ACCESSIBILITY RATINGS

To determine whether and how our metrics correlate to BVI users’
perceived accessibility of videos (R1), we collected a set of accessibility ratings from BVI users for 60 video clips, then performed a
regression analysis.

5.1

BVI Video Accessibility Ratings

Materials: We frst manually selected 60 videos from our dataset
of videos (Section 3.2) to obtain a broad coverage of YouTube categories and production styles. The sample contains videos from 11
diferent categories (e.g. sports, how-to & style, comedy). There is
no overlap between this dataset and the 12 video we used in our
formative study. For each video, we selected a clip with duration
between 1 - 3 minutes.
Participants: We recruited 14 blind and visually impaired participants to rate their perceived accessibility of our collected videos.
Participants were recruited through an email list of BVI participants
from prior studies. Participants ranged from 20-53 years old (4 female and 10 male), and described their visual impairments as totally
blind (8), light perception (3) and tunnel vision (1). All participants
watched online videos regularly (9 daily, 5 weekly). 9 participants
have participated in our formative study, and 5 participants were
newly recruited.
Survey design: To collect BVI users’ accessibility ratings of the
60 videos, we sent participants 45-minute online surveys (Google
Forms), each of which contained 10 randomly selected videos. To
obtain reliable accessibility ratings, we collected 3 participants’ ratings for each of the 60 video clips, for a total of 180 video ratings,
and 18 surveys (10 participants completed 1 survey, 4 participants
6 http://www.nltk.org/book/ch05.html
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Survey Question

Avg. Ratings (1-7)

Q1: Rate the accessibility.
Q3: Much information is conveyed via audio.
Q4: Much information is conveyed via visuals.
Q5: Audio described most of the visuals.
Q6: Audio was confusing without visuals.

Table 3: Questions used to collect BVI users’ perceived
video accessibility ratings. Median values are colored
blue. For Q1 the accessibility scale was: 1-very inaccessible, 2-inaccessible, 3-somewhat inaccessible, 4-neutral, 5somewhat accessible, 6-accessible, and 7-very inaccessible. For Q3-Q6 the Likert-scale questions were framed as
statements with agreement from 1-strongly disagree to 7strongly agree.

completed 2 surveys with diferent videos). Participants received
$20 in cash or gift card per survey. In the survey, we frst ask about
participants’ demographic information and their prior experience
with online videos. We then ask them to watch the 10 video clips
randomly assigned. After each video, we ask participants to rate
the accessibility of the video (from 1-very inaccessible, to 7-very
accessible), and to rate four additional Likert scale questions designed to assess what factors — informed by our formative study
(audio, visual, or audio-visual references) — contributed to their
accessibility ratings (Table 3, full questions in Appendix). To learn
if users’ perception of accessibility align with our assumptions,
and to fnd out if there are cases of users not aware of what they
are missing, we asked two open ended questions: provide reasons
for your accessibility rating of this video, provide a 3-5 sentence
summary of this video.
Per-video accessibility ratings: To obtain the per-video accessibility ratings, we averaged participant ratings (Table 3). Overall,
participants achieved moderate to substantial agreement [31] for accessibility ratings with Cohen’s Kappa � = 0.57, and per-component
ratings with ��3 = 0.57, ��4 = 0.61, ��5 = 0.54, ��6 = 0.60. Participants ratings of video accessibility (Q1), signifcantly correlated
with their ratings of audio, visual and audio/visual components
of accessibility (� < 0.001) with Pearson correlation coefcients
of 0.942, 0.949, -0.887, -0.944 for questions about audio (Q3), audio description of visuals (Q5), visuals (Q4), and audio confusing
without visuals (Q6), respectively. Thus, we use only the overall
accessibility rating for the remainder of this paper. As our goal is to
obtain ground truth accessibility ratings for videos, we removed 5
videos from our dataset with signifcant disagreement on accessibility ratings between participants (range (max - min) ≥ 5, where the
median range for per-video accessibility ratings was 1) to obtain a
fnal set of accessibility ratings for 55 videos.
Survey Results: Overall, participants rated videos in our sample
as slightly more accessible than inaccessible with a mean video accessibility rating of 4.64 (� = 1.79). While participants achieved an
agreement in their ratings for most videos, all 5 high disagreement
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videos (at least one rating of both “very accessible” and “inaccessible”, or both “very inaccessible” and “accessible”) shared similar
characteristics: (1) a large proportion of the video contained descriptive speech, but (2) most of the speech was communication
between the hosts that did not talk about the visual topic of the
video (e.g., a video about a dog and a cat meeting where the hosts
chat and joke consistently but do not discuss the pet’s actions, or a
meme reaction video where memes prompt chatty tangents but the
hosts do not describe the memes).

5.2

Regression Model
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Accessibility Rating
Metric
Const.
M1: % Non-speech
M2: % Low lexical density speech
M3: Rate of shot changes
M4: # Visual entities / min
M5: % Visual entities not in speech
M6: # Detected on-screen text / min
M7: # Visual references / min

Initial Model

Reduced Model

Weight

8.22∗∗∗
−4.85∗∗∗
−1.58∗
−1.66∗
−1.53
−1.78∗
1.19
−2.09∗∗

8.44∗∗∗
−5.03∗∗∗
−1.35∗
−1.95∗∗

40.5%
10.9%
15.7%

−2.00∗

16.1%

−2.08∗∗

16.8%

0.689
0.642

0.669
0.635

�2
Adjusted � 2

We ft a linear regression model using video accessibility ratings
as the dependent variable, and automatically computed metrics as
independent variables. More complex models may have better fts,
but a linear regression model allows us to take advantage of its
explainability, which informs us about whether and how much our
accessibility metrics indicate video accessibility ratings. We can
also display this interpretable algorithmic decision process to users.
We compute our accessibility metrics (Section 4) on the 55 videos
in our fnal dataset (Table 2), then normalize the metrics to fall on
a 0-1 scale to build the model. The linear regression model is ftted
using the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimator.

Table 4: Regression models of how 7 accessibility metrics
contribute to BVI users’ perceived accessibility scores. The
initial model shows the result including all metrics, and
the reduced model shows result after removing insignifcant
metrics. Both models have statistically signifcant correlations to users’ accessibility ratings, and 5 out of 7 our proposed metrics are signifcant independent variables.

Model Assumptions: First, we want to confrm that our data and
model satisfy the assumptions of linear regression: (1) No Multicollinearity — we computed the correlation matrix of our independent variables and all magnitudes of correlation coefcients are
less than 0.4 (✓); (2) Homoscedasticity — we plotted a scatter plot
of residuals versus predicted values of our model, residuals were
centered around 0, and no clear pattern was found. The variance of
error terms are similar across diferent values (✓); (3) Multivariate
Normality — we plotted the normal Q-Q plot of residuals and the
points show high linearity. The residuals are normally distributed
(✓) (All Figures attached in Appendix). Thus, all assumptions are
satisfed and our linear regression model is suitable.

To measure how much each of our metrics contribute to video
accessibility ratings, we frst removed the two insignifcant metrics
in our initial model and re-ftted a reduced model (Table 4). This
model still has high ftness with an Adjusted � 2 = 0.635, � < 0.001
(� = 19.81), and all remaining metrics are statistically signifcant.
Since all the metrics are normalized into 0-1 scale beforehand, the
magnitude of their coefcients tells us how much the accessibility
rating of a video will change when metrics change, thus showing
how much each metric relatively contribute to video accessibility. M1 (%speech) is the most important factor and contributes to
over 40.5% of participants’ perceived accessibility. M3 (rate of shot
changes), M5 (%visual entities not in speech) and M7 (#visual references) are on the similar level contributing around 16% each, and
M2 (%low lexical density) about 11%.

Results: For the frst research question R1, we are confdent that
there is a statistically signifcant relationship between a video’s
accessibility and our proposed 7 metrics. The model fts the data
well with an Adjusted � 2 = 0.642, � < 0.001 (� = 14.86). This
means that our accessibility metrics contribute to approximately
64% of the variability in the accessibility ratings.
M1 (%speech), M2 (%low lexical density), M3 (rate of shot changes),
M5 (%visual entities not in speech) and M7 (#visual references) are
tested to have non-zero correlations to accessibility ratings, while
there is insufcient evidence for M4 (#visual entities) and M6 (#onscreen texts not in speech) (Table 4). Thus, the model suggests that
M1, M2, M3, M5 and M7 are statistically signifcant predictors of
video accessibility. We hypothesized M4 and M6 are not signifcant
because we were collecting BVI users’ perceived accessibility of
videos, and M4 and M6 are the only two metrics that are purely
based on visual and not accessible to participants. M4 and M6 are
not indicative of the perceived accessibility, but could still measure
the true accessibility. We further validate this in our user study
with BVI participants (section 6), and discuss this diference in the
discussion section (section 7).

Note:

6

∗�

< 0.05; ∗∗ � < 0.01; ∗∗∗ � < 0.001

EVALUATION: A VIDEO SEARCH
INTERFACE AUGMENTED WITH
ACCESSIBILITY METRICS

Our study wanted to fnd out whether accessibility scores and metrics can improve BVI users’ experience browsing and searching
videos online (R2). We created a proof-of-concept video search interface augmented with video accessibility prediction and metrics,
and evaluated this interface with 8 BVI participants who watch
YouTube videos regularly.
Materials: We designed three video searching tasks: (A) Find a
tutorial video of making a paper plane, (B) Find a trip to Italy video
to know more about what places to visit, and (C) Find a video about
Boston Dynamics robot dog to know more information about it.
We selected these tasks because they contain videos with diverse
production styles and predicted accessibility (e.g., for task B, videos
include a Italy travel Vlog with mostly background music, but also
a top 10 places to visit video with extensive narrations). For each
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search task, we selected the top 10 search results from YouTube by
entering relevant keywords using an empty account.
We also built three diferent interfaces for each search task: (1)
the “original interface” is designed to work like the YouTube interface, including typical information like the title, author, length, view
counts and description for each result. (2) The “metrics interface”
has a similar search results page, but also includes a predicted accessibility score (1-very inaccessible to 7-very accessible) along with
an explanation for the score. (3) The “metrics and flter interface”
includes the same search result page with the added accessibility
information and also a flter that can select videos with predicted
accessibility score ≥ 5/7 (somewhat accessible). Accessibility metrics for all 30 videos are automatically computed using methods
described in section 4.
Prediction Model: We used the reduced linear regression model
described in section 5 to generate accessibility predictions for videos.
The model achieved a Mean Absolute Error (5-fold cross-validated)
of 1.17 on a 1-7 scale, which means that on average the model predicts the accessibility score of a video within ± 1.17 of its real value.
Procedure: We recruited 8 participants with age ranged from 25-53
years old (4 female, 4 male) who all watched YouTube videos regularly. Participants were recruited from an e-mail list of blind and
visually impaired participants who have previous participated in
our accessibility research. 7 out of 8 participants have participated
in our formative study or the survey. We conducted a 50-minute
long remote interview with each participant and each was paid
$25 in cash or gift cards. We started by demonstrating accessibility
scores and explanations through a 5-minute tutorial. Then, each
participant conducted tests for all three interfaces (order counterbalanced). For each interface, one of the three search tasks (paper
plane, trip to Italy, robot dog) is randomly selected without repetition. For each test:
(1) We asked participants to select among the search results
for a video that satisfes the task goal and their accessibility preferences. Participants can view all video information
(title, author, # views, length, description), accessibility information (prediction score and explanations) for metrics
and metrics+flter interfaces, and click on the video link to
go to YouTube and view the video.
(2) After participants have fnalized their selection, we frst
asked them to describe their thought process of selecting
videos using the interface, and explain reasons they selected
this video. Then, we asked them to rate the accessibility
(1-very inaccessible to 7-very accessible) based on the information they currently have (e.g. title, accessibility prediction,
the frst thirty seconds of the video previewed). We also asked
them to rate their confdence of their ratings.
(3) We then asked them to watch the entire video and rate the
accessibility of that video after watching it.
After completing all three tasks, we asked participants to compare their experience of video searching with all three interfaces.
We audio recorded all sessions and screen recorded participants’
interactions with the three interfaces. We also timed how long each
task took to complete and how many videos participants clicked
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Task time
P#

Tasks

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

B2, C3, A1
A2, C3, B1
B2, A1, C3
A1, C2, B3
C1, B3, A2
C1, A2, B3
A3, B1, C2
A3, C2, B1

Avg.

# Videos clicked

Original

Metrics

Filter

Original

Metrics

Filter

10:05
2:06
5:34
5:58
5:17
10:03
6:26
5:16

5:14
1:33
1:34
5:51
4:08
8:39
4:18
3:55

1:25
1:05
3:04
3:20
4:15
4:03
5:07
8:33

9
2
5
5
3
2
2
3

4
1
1
3
3
2
1
2

1
1
2
3
2
1
1
3

6:20

4:24

3:51

3.9

2.1

1.8

Table 5: Summary of task time to select a video and number of videos clicked on and previewed (trial-and-error) during the 8 user study sessions for original, metrics, and metrics+flter video search interfaces. Video search tasks are: (A)
paper plane, (B) trip to Italy, and (C) robot dog. Video search
interfaces are: (1) original, (2) metrics, and (3) metrics+flter.

into and previewed before selecting the fnal one.

6.1

Findings

Participants unanimously preferred the augmented interface with
accessibility metrics+flter, followed by the augmented interface
without flter, and then the original interface. Participants especially liked how the two augmented interfaces showed both the
scores and the explanations. All participants described it as a “neat”
way to surface accessible videos among search results. They all
liked that the two augmented interfaces provide them accessibility
information ahead of time, so they can avoid inaccessible videos
that they would otherwise be wasting time on:
“It shows what’s gonna be in the video and how accessible the model thinks it is. So I can choose based
on that. I know kind of what I’m getting into before I
click. For the YouTube interface you kinda just have
to ... hope.” — P1
In video searching tasks, participants generally spent less time
and clicked into fewer videos to fnd an accessible and suitable
one to watch using the two augmented interfaces, compared to
the original interface (Table 5). There were few cases of exception,
e.g., P8 found an accessible video quickly using the original interface because the frst video he randomly selected happened to be
accessible.
All participants expressed enthusiasm about using this augmented interface in the future, and they hoped that this could
work on diferent websites (e.g. Facebook, Twitter) and diferent
platforms (e.g. PC, smartphone).
Video searching and browsing behavior. We discuss how participants use diferent interfaces to fnd videos that satisfy the task
goal and their accessibility preferences.
(1) With the original interface without any accessibility information, all 8 participants mainly relied on contextual information, such
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as video title, video description, author, video length, and number
of views, to speculate accessibility. All participants also utilized
the trial-and-error approach, as we discovered in our formative
study. Participants generally took a long time completing the task
and often could not accurately estimate accessibility based on such
contextual information, causing a lot of ‘try-and-exits’ (quitting a
video after briefy watching it). P4 actually gave up looking for an
accessible video after viewing 5 videos and fnding all of them to
be inaccessible using the original interface (for the “learn to make
a paper plane” task), because she felt all the videos in the search
results would probably just be the same and did not want to waste
time (there were actually 4 videos with predicted accessibility score
greater than 5—somewhat accessible—in the search results).
(2) With the augmented interface, all 8 participants prioritized
the accessibility of videos. They would frst identify accessible
videos based on predicted accessibility scores and explanations,
and then among these select the ones that are more relevant to the
task. All participants liked the structure of presenting a general
prediction score followed by detailed metrics information:
“I love the details like the metrics and the score and
they just work so well together. I love the way it is
organized. It’s a good combination of enough information, but not too much.” — P3
All participants understood the accessibility score and metrics
easily. P2, 7 and 8 mainly relied on the accessibility score, because
it conveys key information quickly and succinctly. They found it to
be especially helpful when going through a large number of videos.
P1, P2, P3, P4 and P6 also found explanations with accessibility
metrics to be particularly useful, because it provides transparency
and extra explanations. 6 out of 8 participants found the percentage
of speech to be the most important metric they would consider,
which aligns with our regression analysis. Two (P3, P6) cared about
visual changes, taking that as an indication of how hard-to-follow
the video would be.
(3) With the flter interface, 6 out of 8 participants turned on the
flter to surface the accessible videos, and did not care about other
inaccessible results:
“I liked that it helps me flter out stuf that otherwise
I would be wasting my time on.” — P7
P5 and P6 did not use the flter because they wanted to explore what
was available in the search result, and also the amount of videos
was limited. However, both participants stated that they would prefer to have the option to flter with a larger number of search results.
Interpreting automated predictions and trust. Trust could be
an important issue for algorithmic systems [15, 17]. All 8 participants in our study found the prediction scores to be accurate, based
on their experience with the system. In our interviews, we asked
participants to rate how accessible they thought the selected video
was. Our model’s predictions achieves a Mean Absolute Error of
0.53 comparing to participants’ ratings. P4 mentioned how the
scores accurately match with her perception of accessibility:
“It’s kind of surprising because, there was one video
I watch I think she is doing some type of vlog. And
it wasn’t too accessible, it wasn’t too inaccessible, it
was exactly like the prediction said it was ‘somewhat
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accessible’. Because she defnitely had a lot of speech
in there but I defnitely noticed a lot of visuals also,
that you did really need to see. The score is really
really on point.” - P4
4 out of 8 participants reported that they were unsure about the
scores initially, and needed to play with it for a while to evaluate
how accurate it is. P1 and P3 clicked into several predicted inaccessible videos during the test to check if the scores were accurate.
In the augmented interface test, P5 selected a video even though it
had a predicted accessibility score of 3, because he felt the title and
description of the video indicated that it should an accessible one.
He also previewed a small segment of the video and found it to be
descriptive. However, after he watched the entire video he discovered large segments without any speech in latter parts, and agreed
with the model prediction. P1, P2 and P3 also described that they
felt more confdent with model’s predictions having explanations
available:
“The metrics are really good. If it just gives a score
of 7 then I might be a little uncertain. But it’s got so
much information that is really helpful about what to
expect.” - P3
Ideas for improvement: Participants were generally satisfed
with the augmented interface and only suggested small feature
changes. P3 and P5 wanted to have more granularity for the flter.
Our prototype interface only had one option to flter videos that
have a score greater than 5, they would like to have diferent score
thresholds available. P3 and P5 also suggested to make the explanations customizable, since diferent users may care about diferent
metrics. P2 and P7 suggested to make the interface more structural
rather than laying them out one by one. P3 and P7 also would like
to know more about the implementation details of how the metrics
were computed.
At the end of the user study, we presented participants the two
insignifcant metrics we excluded from the implementation of the
interface due to insignifcance in the regression analysis — M4:
number of visual objects and M6: number of on-screen texts —
and asked them if they would like to know that information. All
8 participants stated that they would be interested in knowing
about on-screen texts, but did not care too much about number of
visual objects. P3 and P4 mentioned videos they watched that had
keynotes or textual/visual jokes and on-screen texts could be very
important.

7

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our research confrms that considering the inherent accessibility
of videos through video accessibility metrics is a useful tool for
allowing blind and visually impaired people quickly fnd videos
of interest. Our formative study with BVI YouTube users, 8/12 of
whom were already using YouTube daily, often selected between
multiple comparable videos (e.g., search results for DIY Christmas
Ornaments) to watch based on their accessibility in terms of the
audio, visuals, and audio-visual factors. Our regression analysis
showed that: (1) BVI people agreed on perceived video accessibility ratings for most videos, and that (2) our video accessibility
metrics derived from the formative study correlated with BVI’s
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accessibility ratings. Our user study demonstrated that video accessibility metrics and predictions could be immediately applied in
the context of video search (for previewing and fltering by accessibility) to improve the experience of BVI people searching for videos.
Prioritizing Content for Description: Our work helping people
fnd videos that already have high-quality and built-in descriptions
during video search can advance existing work on helping authors add high-quality audio descriptions to individual inaccessible
videos [18, 19, 29, 40, 42, 66]. Whereas prior work already surfaced
silent video segments for audio description [40, 42, 66], our metrics
can be immediately applied to surface non-silent, but still inaccessible video clips for further description (e.g., by calculating the
metrics on each 15s segment of a longer video). For instance, our
metrics could detect inaccessible moments including undescribed
on-screen text such as recipe amounts or corrections, or confusing
visual references. Alternatively, our metrics can help video authors
identify areas where they could add more descriptive language (as
in [43] for slides) to their own videos before publishing.
Perceived Accessibility vs. True Accessibility: Accessibility ratings from BVI people refect their perception, but do not capture
cases where BVI people are not aware of the inaccessible information they are missing (e.g. on-screen text and visual objects not
indicated in the audio). We focused on perceived accessibility because BVI people will be the end users of the tool and we aimed
for the fnal ratings to match their preferences. In the future, we
will study the diferences between perceived accessibility and true
accessibility by (1) performing a summary analysis by comparing
BVI users’ summaries with summaries generated by sighted people; (2) providing BVI participants original then audio-described
versions of the video to watch and rate consecutively.
Video Samples: We selected a 60 videos from the YouTube trending page for our regression analysis. While our sample size is small,
we obtained expert (from BVI YouTube users) rather than nonexpert (e.g., from general population on AMT) accessibility ratings
and our sample size falls around the recommended 10 data points
per independent variable [23]). In addition, we sampled videos
from the YouTube trending page as they represented highly popular videos on YouTube that people may be likely to encounter due to
chance or YouTube recommendation. But, our sampling approach
revealed videos that were more accessible than inaccessible and
this might not be true for videos people usually encounter. In the
future, we will collect a larger dataset of ratings with more diverse
video content (e.g., more production styles, budgets, and topics) to
improve our analysis and predictions.
Impact of Longer Term Use: Our user study investigated use by
frst-time users on three defned search tasks. Despite the learning
curve to interpret our accessibility metrics and scores, users experienced efciency gains and unanimously preferred using our tool. In
the future, we will conduct a long-term deployment and analysis to
fnd out when the system is in-the-wild (e.g., task specifc search or
browsing for entertainment), and if the system impacts browsing
behavior (e.g., users more likely to explore new creators or domains,
or recommendation algorithm gets better at predicting relevant

accessible videos due to less trial-and-error click-throughs).
Platform Support and Scalability: Providing accessible video
searching, browsing, and consuming experiences is the responsibility of the platform rather than the user. Video hosting platforms
such as YouTube, Vimeo, and TikTok should enable authors to
upload audio descriptions, and implement the ability for people
to flter and browse videos by their accessibility (e.g., presence of
audio descriptions, our metrics of built-in accessibility). Given that
YouTube already lets people flter out videos without Closed Captions, a straight-forward addition would be to let people flter by the
amount of speech in the video (e.g., an option to flter out all videos
no speech — videos with only background music were a common
complaint). In the meantime, we are building a Chrome Extension
for our tool by computing on-the-fy video accessibility metrics for
search results. But, our metrics that require video processing (e.g., #
on-screen text) are computationally intensive. In the future, we will
explore ways to make our metric computation more efcient while
retaining accuracy by: sub-sampling videos, storing results, and
improving predictions when only a subset of metrics are available.
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CONCLUSION

Surfacing accessible videos on online user-generated video platforms like YouTube is a time-consuming burden for blind and visually impaired users. From heuristics our BVI participants used
to describe accessible and inaccessible videos, we instantiated 7 accessibility metrics that can be computed automatically from videos.
Through a regression analysis, our metrics correlated with BVI
users’ perceived accessibility ratings. Participants using our augmented video search interface in a user study unanimously preferred our fltering and browsing support to the traditional interface. The combination of video accessibility heuristics, accessibility
metrics and augmented video interface opens up possibilities for
surfacing accessible videos in a systematic and scalable way, and
making video platforms more accessible to all.
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9 APPENDIX A
9.1 Normality Checks for Linear Regression

Figure 5: Q-Q plot of our linear regression model. Points
show high linearity along the line. The residuals are normally distributed, satisfying the Multivariate Normality assumption of linear regression.
Q5: I feel that the audio track described much of the important
visual content (1 - strongly disagree to 7 - strongly agree).
Q6: I feel that much of the audio track was confusing or hard to
understand without seeing the visual content (1 - strongly
disagree to 7 - strongly agree).
Q7: Provide a 3 to 5 sentence summary of this video.

Figure 3: Correlation matrix of independent variables (accessibility metrics). All magnitudes of correlation coefcients
are less than 0.4, satisfying the No Multicollinearity assumption of linear regression.

Figure 4: Residual vs. ftted plot of our linear regression
model. Residuals were centered around 0, and no clear pattern was found. The variance of error terms are similar
across diferent values. The model satisfes the Homoscedasticity assumption of linear regression.

9.2

Questions used in survey

Q1: Rate the accessibility of this video when considering the
video as is (1 - very inaccessible to 7 - very accessible).
Q2: Provide reasons for your accessibility rating of this video.
Q3: I feel that much of the important information in this video
was conveyed via the audio track (1 - strongly disagree to 7 strongly agree).
Q4: I feel that much of the important information in this video
was conveyed via the visual content (1 - strongly disagree
to 7 - strongly agree).

